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Our invention relates to improvements in a stu?ing 
‘box for a polish rod, and to improved sealing devices for 
use in said stuf?ng-box. As is well-known, a polish-rod 
is a vertical cylindrical rod, which is vertically recipro 
cated, in order to actuate a pump which pumps oil out 
of an oil well. 
i A pumping system which includes a polish-rod and a 
stuffing-box for said polish rod, is well known. Such 
systems are illustrated, for example, in Ratigan U. S. 
Patent No. 2,3 80,189, dated July 10, 1945; and in Ratigan 
U. S. Patent No. 2,685,465, dated August 3, 1954. 
The well-known polish rod smiling-‘box may be of the 

type which requires a source of lubricant oil other than 
the oil of the oil~well, as illustrated in said Ratigan U. S. 
Patent No. 2,685,465; or said stu?ing~box may be of’ the 
self-oiling type, in which the lubricating oil which is sup 
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plied- to the polish-rod, is the oil which is pumpedv out I 
ofv the well. 7 t . 

‘One type of material which is used to make the pack 
ing blocks of the stul?ng-‘box, is disclosed in said Ratigan 
U. S. Patent No. 2,685,465. This material is‘ resilient, 
somewhat compressible, hard and oil-resistant. It is‘ ex 
empli?ed by an oil-resistant synthetic rubber, such as 
“neoprene.” ' 

While oil is being pumped from the well, said oil lubri 
cates the polish-rod, so that it is unnecessary to supply 
lubricant from a source other than the oil‘ of the oil'Jwell, 
to the polish-rod or to the sealing surfaces of the blocks 
of the stu?ing-‘b'ox, which contact with the polish-rod; 

However, ‘the oil may cease to flow from the oil-we'll, 
dining a normal “pump-oh” period which maybe eight. 
hours‘ to ten hours, while the‘ polish~rod and the sealing 
blocks are continuously reciproc-ated'. In such case, the 

. polish-rod and the sealing block or blocks are'not supplied 
with lubricating oil from the oil-well. . 

There‘ is a high coef?cient of friction between the non 
lubricated polish~rod and the above mentioned hard ma‘ 
terial of said blocks. Unless the stuffing-‘box is provided 
with 1a- lubricating system which is independent of the oil 
from the well, as disclosed in said Ratigan U. S. Patent 
No. 2,685,465 dated August 3, 1954, the sealing surface 
or surfaces of the packing block or blocks wear rapidly 
during this‘ “pump-off” period. Also, even if the polish 
rod is lubricated by lubricant which is supplied independ 
ently of the oil‘ of the oil well, said sealing surface or 
surfaces of said‘ hard material of said block or blocks 
wear. ‘In such case, the lubricant drains out‘ of‘ the stuf 
fingfbox, even if lubricant is supplied from a source- in‘ 
d-ependent of the oil well. 
. According to our invention, we provide a polish-rod 
stuffing-box which has a plurality of identical one-piece 
blocks. which can be made of said type of material dis 
closed in. said. Ratigan U. 5. Patent No. 2,685,465. Each 
‘block has the. usual vertical stand-pipe hole, and-the usual 
polish-rod hole. These blocks are superposed in the 
stu?‘ingabox assembly, so thatthe stand~pipeextends inthe 
usual. manner, vertically through said superposed‘ stand‘ 
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pipe holes, ‘and the polish-rod extends in the usual manner 
through the polishdrod holes. 
In the vertical assembly which is made according to our 

invention, each said block has top and ‘bottom, lateral 
or horizontal planar faces. One of these‘ lateral faces of 
said blocks is unrecessed. Each of the proximate lateral 
face of each block has a vertical recess, which has aver 
tical, cyclindrical recess-wall, and an inner, planar hori 
zontal recess-wall. ‘This inner recess-wall has the verti 
cal cylindrical, polish-rod hole, through which the polish 
rod extends. It is optional to provide a close, sliding ?t 
‘between said polish-rod recess-hole and the polishqod. 
Preferably, there is a slight clearance between the polish 
rod and said polish-rod recessiholle‘. ' I 
Each block has a through-and-through, upstanding and 

laterally disposed bevel split which extends horizontally 
or laterally from said recess-hole through which the 
polish-rod extends, to and through the ‘outer, vertical pe 
ripheral wall of said block. This ‘bevel splitis preferably 
nonradia-l to the vertical axis of said-polish-rod recess 
hole. The inclined walls of said bevel split may be 
planar. In the original unstressed shape of the ‘block, 
these split-walls may optionally‘ be slightly spaced from 
each other or contact with each other. _ 
When the ‘block is subjected to the usual vertical pres‘ 

sure in the st'u?ing-‘box', said walls of said vbevel split are 
kept pressed tightly against each other, to provide seal 
ing contact. These bevel walls of the split may be planar. 
Since each block is resilient, the walls of the bevel sp'lit 
may‘ be easily moved away from each‘ other by hand 
manipulation, so that a special lubricating and sealing 
ring may 'be' easily inserted into the recess. After" this 
has been done, the released resilient block frictionally 
holds this special insert ring in the recess. _ . 

This ring‘ insert is made of material which is easily c'om 
press'ible, so that said ring is molded and compressed 
against the polish-rod at 20° Cir-30° C. from‘ itso‘riigfinal' 
‘shape to a permanent, dense and compressed shape, by 
‘the usual vertical pressure which is exerted and main 
tained' in the stu?ingabox. (I‘his vertical shaping pressure 
is‘ applied by the usual pressure or clampin'ghead‘, while 
the. polish-rod extends through the’ polish-rod passage 
or‘ hole of said ring. The polish=rod thus acts 'asa form 
for shaping each ring insert from its original shape to 
said permanent, dense and compressed shape. In, its 
original uncompressed shape, the insert‘ ring ?ts closely . 
and is held‘ frictional-1y in the recess‘, and the hole ofthe 
insert ring‘ is ‘alined with the recess-hole, and‘ the" insert 
ring. may extend axially or vertically beyond the planar 
part of the recessed‘ face of the block. . - -_ 

The‘ blocks maybe assembled in pairs in the stu?ingl 
box. In the initial stu?ing-box assembly, before. the ver 
tical pressure is applied by the usual pressure‘he'ad to’ said 
assembly,- the planar parts of the recessed faces of each 
pair abut each other or are very close to each‘ other‘, and 
the- two uncompressed insert rings of each pair maygabut 
each other at‘ their adjacent horizontal or lateral’ faces,v 
so‘ that the two abutting insert ring'sa're' held'ag'ain'st' ver 
tical movement relative to their blocks‘ in the assembly, 
before and after said vertical pressure is applied. 
The usual vertical pressure is applied to the blocksand 

to their insert rings in the assembly, while the polish-rod 
extends through all the vertical holes of all‘ the insert 
rings and through all the alined‘ recess holes‘ of all the 
blocks. The polish-rod may have a close ?t in the ver 
tical‘ holes of the insert rings, when said insert rings have 
their. initial uncompressed shape in the assembly. As a 
result" of the usual vertical pressure, each insert ring is 
molded and permanently compressed both vertically and 
horizontally whilev the polish-rod extends through all the 
holes or‘ said insert nings, so that the vertical wall of ‘the 
hole’ of‘ each compressed insert ring is provided with‘ a 
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close sealing ?t against the polish-rod. Also, the planar 
parts of the proximate, recessed faces of the blocks are 
kept tightly pressed against each other in sealing contact 
by said applied vertical pressure. As above noted, this 
vertical pressure is always maintained in the stuf?ng-box. 
As a result of this vertical molding pressure, each ring is 
thus ?nally molded and comprrssed both vertically and 
horizontally, while the polish-rod extends through the 
hole of each insert ring, thus providing a close sealing 
?t between the inserted polish-rod and the abutting in 
ternal Wall of the hole of each insert ring. Also, the 
?nally molded and compressed ring tightly ?lls the re 
spective recess of the respective block with a close, seal 
ing ?t. Also, the height of the ?nally molded and com 
pressed ring is equal to the height of the respective ver 
tical, cylindrical recess-wall of the compressed block. 
As above noted, the original height of the original un 
compressed insert ring may optionally be slightly greater 
than the height of the vertical recess-wall of the respective 
block. All the blocks may be identical, and all the insert 
rings may be identical. 
These special insert rings, after being thus molded and 

permanently compressed, serve to guide the polish-rod 
and to lubricate the polish-rod to maintain an oil-tight 
seal at the polish-rod, and also provide oil-tight seals in 
the adjacent recesses of said assembled blocks. 

These special ring inserts may be made of the ma 
terial which is disclosed in U. S. Patent No. 1,709,086, 
dated April 16, 1929, and in U. S. Patent No. 2,221,453. 
Said material of said ring inserts and said rings them 
selves, are well known commercially as “Red Water.” 
These ring inserts are preferably split rings in their orig 
inal uncompressed form, in which they are put into the 
recesses of the blocks. - 

These ring inserts have selected absorbent vegetable 
?bers. Prior to being inserted into the recesses of the 
blocks, these absorbent ?bers are impregnated with lu 
bricant for the polish-rod. These vegetable ?bers are 
twisted with alloy metal ‘strands which have a low co 
ef?cient of friction, in order to form a very ?exible com 
bination material of lowfriction. These special insert 
rings also have a thin, braided covering or envelope which 
is made of said absorbent ?ber. The ?bers of said cov 
ering or envelopes are also impregnated with lubricant, 
before the rings are inserted into the recesses of the blocks. 
Under the usual vertical pressure which is applied and 

maintained in the stu?ing-box assembly, these special in 
sert rings are easily compressed and hence yield in ev 
ery direction and they are maintained in their perma 
nently densi?ed and compressed and molded form in the 
stuffing-box. The low-friction metallic component of 
said material of said rings metallizes the vegetable ?ber 
of said rings, thus producing a contact surface or sealing 
surface of very low friction at the cylindrical periphery 
of the polish-rod. . 

Said “Red Water” packing material, although ?exible 
and easily bendable and easily compressible to a ?nal 
dense form, has su?icient rigidity so that when a length 
thereof is bent to ring shape, said length remains in said 
ring shape, unless it is forced out of said ring shape. 

Each insert ring is thus provided a su?icient initial 
supply of absorbed lubricant, so that said insert ring will 
not harden or burn out, even if the polish-rod is recipro 
cated for eight to ten hours during a normal “pump-off” 
period, even if no lubricant is supplied during said “pump 
off” period to said ring. During said normal “pump 
oif” period, the rings‘ e?’ectively lubricate the polish-rod. 
The polish-rod preferably does not contact with the hard 
material of said blades. 
When oil is pumped from the well, said pumped oil 

forms a ?lm around the polish-rod, and said pumped 
oil is absorbed by the special compressed and molded 
insert rings in the stuffing-box, thus renewing the sup 
ply of lubricant of said rings‘, so that the specialrings 
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remain effective and sealing, during a subsequent nor 
mal “pump-off” period of eight to ten hours. 

Since the general construction of a polish-rod pump 
ing system is well-known, and such construction is dis 
closed, for example, in said Ratigan U. S. patents, it is 
unnecessary to describe well-known parts in detail. 

Since the “Red Water” material of said special seal 
ing rings is well-known, it is unnecessary to illustrate 
said material in detail in the drawings. It is sufficient to 
designate said “Red Water” material as consisting of ab 
sorbent vegetable ?bers which are twisted with low-fric 
tion alloy metal strands, said ring having absorbent vege 
table ?bers which are exposed at the inner vertical face 
of said original insert ring, and also when the insert ring 
is ?nally compressed and molded to ?nal permanent shape. 
The improved blocks, in addition to being used in the 

improved assembly later disclosed herein, may be used 
as replacement units in existing polish-rod stuffing-boxes, 
as in the stuf?ng-boxes described in said Ratigan patents. 
The vertical peripheral edge-walls of said improved 
blocks may have an oval shape, or a circular shape, or 
any non-circular shape, depending upon the shape of 
the cavity of the housing of the respective stu?ing-box. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention is disclosed 

in the annexed drawings and in the following description. 
Fig. l is a vertical sectional view of one type of the 

improved assembly, partially in elevation. 
Fig. 2 is a section on the line 2~—2 of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3 is a section on the line 3—3 of Fig. 2. 
Fig. 4 is an exploded perspective view of a pair of the 

improved blocks in the superposed position of the block 
in the assembly of Fig. 1, and of the respective insert 
rings. 

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of the improved block and 
its insert, prior to the vertical compression of the insert, 
and showing a part of the polish-rod. 

Fig 6 is a perspective view of two of the blocks and 
their inserts, in assembly position, also showing the 
polish-rod. 
The resilient block B, which may be made of the hard 

and slightly compressible and resilient material described 
in said Ratigan U. S. Patent No. 2,685,465, has opposed 
parallel and planar faces 2 and 3, which are perpendicu 
lar to the vertical axes of the stand-pipe hole 5 and of the 
polish-rod hole 9 of said block B. For convenience, 
these faces 2 and 3 are designated as the lateral or hori 
zontal faces. In this embodiment, the block B has a ver 
tical peripheral wall 4, which has an oval shape or egg 
sh‘ape. As above noted, said wall 4 may be cylindrical. 
The stand-pipe hole 5 is adjacent the apex or narrow 

end of block B. 
The face 2 is the recessed face of each block B. This 

face 2 has a recess 6 adjacent the wide end of said block 
B. Said recess 6 has a vertical cylindrical wall 7, and 
an inner horizontal, planar wall 8. This inner wall 8 is 
provided with the vertical and cylindrical polish-rod 
hole 9. 
The special sealing~ring and lubricating ring R, which 

is made of said “Red Water” material, is preferably a 
split ring in original shape, prior to being compressed 
and molded by the vertical pressure which is applied in 
this assembly. This original ring R has abutting ends 
10 and 11, which are in ?nal sealing contact in the re 
spective recess 6 of the respective block B after the ver 
tical assembly pressure has been applied. Said abutting 
ends 10 and 11 may have original planar walls which 
are vertical, or said original planar walls may be in 
clined relative to the vertical direction. -The vertical 
molding pressure forces said ends 10 and 11 into ?nal 
tight, sealing contact. The inner cylindrical vertical face 
of said molded and compressed lubricating and sealing 
ring R makes sealing contact with the polish-rod P. Said 
vertical pressure is applied in the ‘assembly, as above 
noted, to compress the original rings R to ?nal dense and 
compressed permanent shape, while the polish-rod P 
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extends through the bore 9 of‘ each sealing and lubricat 
ing ring R, in order to mold and acompress the inner 
vertical Wall of each ring R into ?nal accurate cylin 
drical, sealing shape, which makes tight sealing contact 
with the polish-rod P. When thus subjected to vertical 
pressure in the assembly, each insert ring R also makes 
tight sealing contact with-the walls 7 and 8, of the re 
spective recess 6 of the respective block B. The polish 
rod P ‘may ?t closely with-asealing ?t- in the polish-rod 
hole 9 of ‘each block B, or there ‘is preferably a slight 
clearance‘between thepolish-rod P and the vertical edge 
of the polish-rod-hole- of each block B. The polish-rod 
P is guided in itsreci-procating, vertical movement by'the 

_ vertical wall of the hole of each compressed sealing and 
lubricating ring R. 

Said original ring R, prior to being subjected to ver 
tical molding pressure in the assembly, initially closely 
?lls the respective recess 6. When initially put into recess 
6, the outer horizontal face of said ring R may be ?ush 
with the unrecessed horizontal and planar part of the 
recessed face 2. As an alternative, said horizontal face 
of ring R may extend vertically beyond the horizontal 
and planar part of the recessed face 2, as shown in Fig. 
5. As above noted, the blocks B are somewhat vertically 
compressible, so that they are in the compressed state 
in the ?nal assembly. Hence, even if ring R is initially 
?ush with face 2, said ring R and its block B will be 
compressed in the ?nal assembly, and the ring R will 
be molded and compressed by the vertical pressure. 
When the ring R and its block B are subjected to ver 
tical pressure in the stuffing-box, the outer horizontal 
face of ring R is ?nally compressed to be flush with the 
planar part of the recessed face 2 of the compressed 
block B, and the compressed ring R thus makes accurate 
tight sealing contact with the periphery of polish-rod P 
and with the walls 7 and 8 of the recess 6. 

In this embodiment, the beveled split of the one-piece 
block B extends from the polish-rod hole 9 to and 
through the peripheral edge-wall 4, so that the faces 2, 
3 and the inner horizontal recess-wall 8 of recess 6 and 
the vertical recess-wall 7 of recess 6 have respective slits 
S. This split also provides a slit W in the peripheral 
edge-wall 4. 
When this block B is used in a stuf?ng-box, the edge 

wall 4 of the block B has a tight sealing ?t in the ver 
tical wall of the cavity of the housing H of the stuffing 
box. Also7 the inter?tting edge-walls of said split have 
a sealing ?t in the ?nal assembly in the housing H. 
Each block B is subjected to and maintained under the 
usual vertical pressure in the stu?ing box. This vertical 
pressure keeps the edge-walls of the bevel split pressed 
against 'each other in tight sealing contact. This vertical 
pressure is applied and maintained by the usual head 18 
and the usual pressure-applying bolts 18a. 
As above noted, the one-piece block B is resilient. 

Hence, said one-piece block B can be sprung apart at its 
bevel split S-—W, in order to insert the uncompressed, 
original ring R. Also, the edge-walls of the bevel split 
S—W of block B may be normally slightly separated in 
the normal, unstressed shape of block B, thus facilitat 
ing the insertion of the split and resilient block B and 
its assembled original and originally uncompressed ring 
R into the cavity of the housing H, or into a holder 19 
located in the housing H. 

Fig. 1 shows a lantern-ring holder 19, which has top 
and bottom flanges 20 and 21. The invention is not 
limited to the use of said lantern-ring’ holder 19, which 
is well known per se. 
The housing H has a bottom wall 15 and a vertical 

wall 14. The usual bottom plate is provided at the 
inner face of wall 15. 

Fig. 1 also shows the usual stand-pipe 22 which has 
a bore 23. The upper end of stand-pipe 22 extends into 
the usual stationary tube 24, which is integral with the 
clamping head 18. The ‘usual removable plug 25 is 
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provided.‘ The usual sealing‘glandrG is provided. This 
,gland has the usual‘ screws~26. -_~Since the assembly of 
Fig. l is conventional, save for the improved blocks B 
and ‘the rings R, further detailed description ‘of said as 
sembly is unnecessary. ;, 
-As shown in Fig. 4 and --Fig. 6, when two vblocks B 

and their rings :R are assembled prior to applying the 
vertical ,prressure,'the'rings R of said pair of blocks abut 
each other or are directly adjacent eachother if they do 
not abut, and the respective slits ‘S,—'W are angularly 
offset, as by an angle of 30‘ degrees. ' _ 
As shown in Fig. 4, the slit S-Wof each block B is 

non-radial and is offset relative to the vertical axis 'of the 
respective polish-rod ,hole ,9. 

In the ?nal assembly of Fig. 1, after the vertical pres 
sure has been applied by clamping head 18, the com 
pressed blocks B are thus assembled in respective pairs, 
thus providing a stuf?ng-box which has a tight-sealing 
?t at the inner vertical wall of housing H and at the 
polish-rod P. 
One of the important features__of our invention is to 

provide a slit or split S-W which is non-radial relative 
to the axis of the polish-rod hole 9, and which is offset 
relative to said axis. As shown in Fig. 6, this provides 
the respective pair of assembled blocks with slits or splits 
S--W which are not vertically alined in the assembly of 
a pair of blocks. This uniformly distributes the applied 
vertical pressure, to provide sealing contact between the 
walls of each slit or split S-W. 

In the assembly, the bevel splits 10--11 of the respective 
rings are also angularly offset, as by an angle of 30°. 
We claim: 
1. In ?nal combination with a vertical polish-rod, a 

stu?ing-box through which said polish rod extends ver 
tically and axially, a packing in said stuf?ng box, said 
packing including upper and lower superposed annular 
blocks which have proximate horizontal faces and remote 
horizontal faces; said blocks being made of material 
which is resilient, somewhat compressible and hard; 
said blocks ?tting against the interior vertical face of 
said stu?ing box; the lower block having a vertical inner 
annular recess which extends below its respective proxi 
mate face, ‘the upper block having a vertical inner an 
nular recess which extends above its respective proximate 
face, said recesses having horizontal end-walls at their 
opposed lower and upper ends, said end-walls having 
vertical polish-rod bores through which said polish rod 
extends; respective ring inserts located in said respective 
vertical recesses, each ring insert abutting a respective 
end-wall; said ring inserts having respective upstanding 
slots, and being made of material which is permanently 
deformable and compressible under applied vertical pres 
sure of said blocks when said blocks are forced vertically 
towards each other in said stu?ing box; said blocks have 
through-and-through upstanding slits from the walls of 
said recesses to the vertical edge walls of said blocks; 
said blocks being su?iciently spreadable at their said slits 
for easy seating of said ring inserts in said recesses; the 
outer annular faces of said ring inserts ?tting closely in 
said recesses; the inner annular faces of said ring inserts 
?tting closely against said polish-rod in an initial assembly 
of said polish rod and blocks and ring inserts; said stu?ing 
box having a rigid support for the bottom face of said 
bottom block; pressure means for downwardly forcing 
said upper block towards said lower block and for ex 
erting vertical pressure on said riig inserts to change 
said initial assembly to a ?nal combination, said blocks 
being suf?ciently hard and said ring inserts being suf 
?ciently permanently yieldable under said vertical pres 
sure to permanently decrease the original height of said 
ring‘inserts and to permanently decrease their original 
internal diameters by cold-molding the interior annular 
faces of said ring inserts against said polish rod; said ?nal 
combination having the proximate horizontal faces of said 
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blocks abutting each other under said vertical pressure, 
the proximate ends of said ring inserts abutting each 
other under said vertical pressure, the total height of said 
ring inserts being permanently less than their original 
total height, the internal diameters of said ring inserts 
being permanently less than their original internal di 
ameters, and the'inner annular faces of said ring inserts 
being in tight, sealing contact with said polish-rod. 

2. A combination according to claim 1, in which the 
slits of said blocks are wholly angularly offset. 

3. A combination according to claim 2, in which the 
slits of said blocks have horizontal legs which are non 
radial relative to said polish-rod bases. 

10 

4. A combination according to claim 1, in which each _ ~ 

8 
ring-insert originally extends inwardly beyond the re 
spective proximate inner face of the respective block. 
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